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We had a wonderful time celebrating the Performing Arts at the Prep last week. An eagerly anticipated event on the annual 
calendar, this year’s competition has proved to be the most popular yet. Over three days, children from Forms 1 to 6  
participated in a record 163 music, drama and dance performances and enthusiastic audiences of children and teachers  
enjoyed 11 hours of entertainment. Well done to all the children who entered for representing their Houses, including the 
many who entered two or more events. Thank you to parents for your support in encouraging children to enter and rehearse, 
and also for the variety of amazing costumes. 
 

The week began on Tuesday with the Music event, a full day of 97 performances from singers and on a range of instruments, 
including piano, violin, viola, cello, guitar, recorder, flute, clarinet, saxophone and trumpet. As well as solo pieces there were 
several duos, enterprisingly formed by children who had dedicated break times to rehearsing. We were pleased to welcome 
back as adjudicator, Mrs Karen Salter-Kay (former Director of Music – Performance) at the College, who was highly impressed 
by the children’s enthusiasm for performing. She was also pleased to hear the progress of the Form 6 musicians who started 
their instruments last year on the Form 5 Wind and Brass Scheme run by the College Music School. When awarding  
individual marks, she offered encouraging comments to each performer alongside helpful advice for the future. In the Form 5
-6 section, the highest mark was awarded to three solo singers, Georgina Button, Amelia Rumalean and Amelia James, who 

performed well on their other instruments too. Congratulations also to Rebecca Sambridge and Pippa Webster who achieved 
Distinctions in two instruments and Megan Crook in three. In the Form 3-4 section, cellist Emilia-Jane Noble was awarded 
the top mark, while Tristan Orgill-Faulkner achieved Distinctions in two instruments. In the Form 1-2 section, Harry Newby 
achieved the highest mark for his recorder playing and singing. 
In the Music event, Southworth came a convincing first, with Mayne in second place and Campion in third.  
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The week continued with the Drama event during the whole of Wednesday morning. Over 90 children Form 1 to 6 children 
participated in 31 solo mimes or group improvisations, on themes which fired imaginations and inspired a spectacular variety 
of costumes. Forms 1 and 2 selected either ‘The Surprise Parcel’ or ‘In the Art Lesson’ while for Forms 3 to 6 the choice lay 
between ‘In a Museum’, ‘At a Concert’ or ‘On a Crowded Train’, the last proving especially popular. Impressively, almost the 
whole of the Form 6 year group took part. Presentations appeared well rehearsed, and performers and audiences alike hugely 
enjoyed themselves. Miss Alexandra James (Starlight Stars), adjudicating, was most impressed by the number of participants 
and the standard of entries this year. She took time to address each group of performers individually, praising strong  
storylines and characterisation, expressive voices and gestures, and effective costumes and props, as well as making helpful 
suggestions for improvement. In the Form 1-2 section, Florence Bell achieved the highest mark and in the Form 3-4, the duo 
of Annabelle Field & Charlotte Johns. In the Form 5-6 section, the top mark was awarded to William Clowes, Anthony 

Cooper, Milo Wright and Reid Foley, while Megan Crook, Amelia James and Pippa Webster are to be congratulated on  
Distinctions in two separate group performances.  

In the Drama event, Mayne came out on top, with Campion and Southworth tying in second position. 
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The Dance event on Thursday morning concluded our week of focusing on the Performing Arts. Around 65 children from 
Forms 1 to 6 participated in 35 performances, dancing solo, or as part of a duo or small group, in a variety of styles,  
predominantly freestyle but also including ballet, Indian classical, jazz, tap, pop, modern and some gymnastics. Again the 
children’s enthusiasm and enjoyment shone through and their performances, enhanced by some spectacular costumes, were 
a delight to watch. Mrs Philippa McMeechan (Buntingford School of Dance), who adjudicated, commented encouragingly on 
technical and creative aspects of each performance before announcing results. In the Form 1 to 2 section, the highest marks 
were achieved by Harry Newby dancing solo and by the group of Edward Holliday, Oscar Humphrey, Ralph Heppell, Thomas 
Smits and Oliver Upton, in heavy disguise as spooky, scary skeletons. In the Form 3 to 4 section, the ‘Double Trouble’ duo of 
Isabelle and Olivia Bacon-Sugrue, sporting ‘Go, Mayne’ leotards, achieved the top mark. In the Form 5 to 6 section, the street
-dancing duo of Siena Field and Isla Roberts were awarded the highest mark, while Gala Cooper and Theodora Davis achieved 
Distinctions in their impressive solo and duo dances.  

In an exciting Dance event, Mayne and Southworth tied in first place, with Campion coming in behind them. 
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Well done to all this year’s Inter-House Performing Arts participants, particularly to the following children who took part in all 
three sections of Music, Drama and Dance: Harry Newby, Alexander Petch and Eme Udom (Form 2); Isabelle  
Bacon-Sugrue, Olivia Bacon-Sugrue, Charlotte Johns and Hollie Smyth (Forms 3 to 4); Triguna Barla, Edmund Chick,  
Gala Cooper, Theodora Davis, Siena Field, Olivia Gale, Jesse Jeff-Okoh, Lyla Kavanagh, Kimora Mapwashike, Isla Roberts,  
Amelia Rumalean, Charlotte Sambridge, Rebecca Sambridge. Roberta Scott, William Smith and Amber Smits.  
 

A strong lead in the Music event placed Southworth in first position overall in this year’s Inter-House Performing 

Arts competition, with Mayne coming a close second and Campion in third place.  

 

HEAD’S COMMENDATIONS 

 
Head’s commendations have been awarded to those children who achieved the highest mark in the F1-2, F3-4 or F5-6  
section of the Music, Drama or Dance competitions and to those who achieved Distinctions in two or more performances in 
Music, Drama or Dance. 
 
Efthimios Antoniou        Pippa Webster   

Florence Bell         Amber Bonnett-Powell 
Georgina Button        Zara Ferns  
Gala Cooper         Sienna Goodfellow  
Megan Crook        Marni Mustafa  
Theodora Davis        Emma Plant 
Siena Field & Isla Roberts       Charlotte Sambridge  
   
Amelia James         Roberta Scott 
Harry Newby         Hollie Smyth 
Emilia-Jane Noble         Eme Udom 
Tristan Orgill-Faulkner  
Amelia Rumalean  
Rebecca Sambridge 
Edward Holliday, Oscar Humphrey, Ralph Heppell, Thomas Smits & Oliver Upton  
Annabelle Fields & Charlotte Johns  
William Clowes, Anthony Cooper, Milo Wright & Reid Foley  
Isabelle & Olivia Bacon Sugrue  


